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Abstract: The implementation of Party construction guarantee project in colleges and universities
can play an important role in guaranteeing the completion of the basic task of cultivating people
with morality. This paper discusses the necessity of effectively implementing the Party construction
guarantee project to promote the realization of the fundamental task of cultivating people with
morality, and then discusses and analyzes the effective ways to play the role of reliable guarantee
from three aspects, namely, develop and train qualified Party members, give full play to the guiding
role of student Party members, and improve the long-term mechanism of party construction
guarantee project, which lays a solid foundation, create a good atmosphere, and provide the
guarantee for the system and working mechanism for the Party construction guarantee project in
promoting the completion of the task of cultivating people with morality.
1. Introduction
In the development process, colleges and universities have always been carrying the important
task of cultivating people with morality. With the continuous development of the college and
university education and the continuous advancement of college and university reform, the task of
cultivating people with morality shouldered by colleges and universities gets new requirements and
has more important significance. The development of the Party construction guarantee project
provides a reliable guarantee for colleges and universities to complete the fundamental task of
educating people with morality.
2. The Necessity of Implementing the Party Construction Guarantee Project in Colleges and
Universities to Promote the Realization of the Basic Task of Cultivating People with Morality
The idea of cultivating people with morality plays an important role in the development of
colleges and universities. In the 18th National Congress of the Communist Party of China, this idea
has been elevated to the height of education’s fundamental task, from which we can get the
importance of the idea of cultivating people with morality in campus construction and education
reform. With the continuous acceleration of social development speed and pace, people's thinking
and behavior patterns show the characteristics of diversification, especially after the participation of
information technology, colleges and universities are facing important new situation challenge in
their development. 1In recent years, colleges and universities have been constantly exploring how to
accomplish the fundamental task of cultivating people with morality. The development of Party
construction and the exploration of colleges and universities have coincided, guiding the education
development of colleges and universities, especially the implementation of Party construction
guarantee project is the reliable guarantee for colleges and universities to realize cultivating people
with morality, which can be found in the Party Constitution.
The Party Constitution clearly defines the role of our Party and its members and we can know
the communist Party member's own excellent quality and the role played. In the Party construction
guarantee project, the Party members often play the leading role. Colleges and universities should
pay attention to the cultivation of Party members while carrying out Party construction related work,
which will play a guiding role in the formation of the atmosphere of cultivating people with
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morality. With the in-depth development of theme education in the colleges and universities, Party
members in colleges and universities seek their ‘original hear’ in education, and think on their own
problems, which will help them meet the requirements of the Party constitution, find their
deficiencies in the series of links of theme education, and provide guarantee for colleges and
universities to achieve the goal of cultivating people with morality.
Party construction guarantee project is a systematic project, which covers the important content
of Party construction. From the perspective of cultivating people with morality in colleges and
universities, the development of Party construction work to enhance the Party members’ Party spirit
and improve their work ability, and finally drive the colleges and universities to form a good
atmosphere of cultivating people with morality. 2Therefore, this paper mainly discusses the Party
construction guarantee project from the perspective of cultivating Party members and giving full
play to their role. When colleges and universities start the work of developing Party members, they
should study the specific requirements in the Party Constitution carefully and understand the
essence of the specific requirements, after that, educate the Party members by means of various
significant training, so that the Party members could guide other students in school to practice the
correct ‘Three Contemplations’ in the process of strengthening the Party spirit, so as to promote the
realization of the goal of cultivating people with morality. In addition, by cultivating Party members
and giving full play to their roles, Party members can also become the effective carrier to get
breakthrough in the Party construction work of colleges and universities, both of which jointly
promote the high-quality completion of the work that cultivating people with morality.
3. Developing and Training Qualified Party Members Lay a Solid Foundation for the Party
Construction Guarantee engineer’s Task Completion of Cultivating People with Morality.
To give full play to the role of Party members, the improvement of their comprehensive quality
is the basis and prerequisite. After joining the Party organization, student Party members should
take the improvement of self-cultivation, especially the Party spirit cultivation, as one necessary
quality requirement, so as to lay a foundation for the development of the Party construction
guarantee project and the cultivation of people with morality in colleges and universities.
3.1 Lay Emphasis on the Development of Student Party Members
Student Party members are generally excellent students in school. Party organizations in colleges
and universities usually train a group of outstanding students every year and lead them into the
Party organization. At present, the proportion of student Party members is very high, it is necessary
to have one set of strict development standards, otherwise some students whose comprehensive
ability is not good enough may also be included into the Party organization, which will not only
affect the image of the Party, but also be not conducive to the realization of the school's goal of
cultivating people with morality. At present, there are special working rules for developing party
members and the Party organizations in colleges and universities should take the working rules as
the direction and have a comprehensive understanding of the overall situation of students, especially
their political literacy. 3After a comprehensive understanding of the students' comprehensive
situation and then a final determination of their eligibility for party membership is determined, the
Party organization should earnestly fulfill the basic procedures of party membership and strictly
implement the specific requirements, so as to recruit students into party organizations in accordance
with required procedures.
3.2 Colleges and Universities Should Pay Attention to the Education Function on the
Administrating of Student Party Members Work.
After guiding students into Party organizations, colleges and universities should strengthen the
education of student Party members and take effective measures to administrate them. The two
important steps of education and management are the requirements of the Party Constitution for
Party members, which are unified with the goal of cultivating people with morality in colleges and
universities. From the perspective of education, colleges and universities should train student Party
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members, and ensure that practical results can be received during the training, furthermore, during
the training process, the phenomenon is not allowed that the student Party members have little gain
after long-time learning. The key point is to learn the essence of theory, put what you have learned
into your mind and heart, and improve your political accomplishment and theoretical
accomplishment in theory-learning process.
3.3 Emphatic Training in Improving Student Party members’ Comprehensive Ability
The key to becoming a qualified Party member is that the student Party member has a good
political quality and theoretical cultivation. In addition, student Party members should constantly
improve their comprehensive quality, no matter in professional learning or moral shaping, etc. , they
should set a good example among students, consistent with the school's goal of cultivating people
with morality. The comprehensive quality of student Party members is reflected in many aspects of
study and life, specifically, the first is to strengthen the study of professional knowledge. Student
Party members usually take part in Party construction activities organized by the school, and they
should combine party construction activities with professional knowledge learning to realize the
joint promotion of both. The second is to strengthen the shaping of moral character. The
requirement for ‘morality’ in the goal of cultivating people with morality in colleges and
universities is high. Student Party members exercise their moral conduct in accordance with the
requirements of the core socialist values. They should have both good moral character and noble
character. The third is to strengthen their physical and mental health.
3.4 Adopting the Exit Mechanism to Examine Student Party Members
Student Party members, after entering the Party organization, cannot be cocky. However, the
performance of some student Party members in some colleges and universities does not accord with
the party constitution. Therefore, in order to constantly regulate the behavior of student Party
members and guarantee them always being advanced and loyal, the Party organization of colleges
and universities should strengthen the assessment on student Party members besides, for the Party
members who have bad performance after joining the Party, the exit mechanism should be adopted
according to the relevant procedures. The implementation of the exit mechanism can make the team
of student Party members get further purification to ensure that student Party members consciously
develop a good sense of Party spirit in their study and life.
4. Give full play to the guiding role of student Party members, and create a good atmosphere
for the Party construction guarantee project to promote the task completion of cultivating
people with morality
The Party spirit cultivation improvement of student Party members will play a guiding and
leading role among students,which is also an important measure to extend the Party construction
guarantee project among students. The student Party members need to play their exemplary role so
that to make the Party construction guarantee project play a greater role among the students. we can
start from the following aspects:
4.1 Create a Platform to Display the Exemplary Role of Student Party Members
Student Party members should play a role in the study and life among ordinary students and at
ordinary times to influence and infect other students with their good action. There are many ways to
create a platform to display their exemplary role in colleges and universities, for example, from the
following aspects:
1) Create a good dormitory culture for student Party members. In college and university campus,
the construction of dormitory culture is a mirror to show students' image. The establishment of a
good dormitory culture can help students grow up healthily; On the contrary, students are easy to be
eroded by bad behaviors. Therefore, student Party members should take the lead in building
exemplary student dormitories and create positive dormitory culture, such as non-smoking and
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non-drinking, atmosphere of unity and forging ahead, etc. , furthermore radiate this good dormitory
culture to students to enrich and standardize campus culture of colleges and universities.
2). Volunteer service to help students. The guiding role of student Party members should be
reflected in the care and help of ordinary students. When some students meet some difficulties in
study or life, the student Party members should pay close attention to these students, organize a
volunteer team to help solving their difficulties, and pass the love to more people to let more
students join the volunteer team.
3). Establish the learning atmosphere. Learning is the main mission of college and university
students, student Party members should play a leading role in learning to create a learning
atmosphere conductive to study under the encouragement and support of teachers.
4.2 To Improve and Innovate the Working Carrier of Cultivating People with Morality
through the Party Construction Work
The development of the Party construction will promote the effective operation of the Party
construction guarantee project and the role of student Party members in the Party construction work
of colleges and universities is great. By carrying out the Party construction work earnestly, the
guiding role of student Party members can be brought into full play effectively, which provide a
good work carrier for the task of cultivating people with morality in colleges and universities.
5. Conclusion
Colleges and universities should be deeply aware of the important role of the Party construction
guarantee project in realizing the task of cultivating people with morality and take practical
measures to promote the effective development of all kinds of work. In the development process of
Party construction work, combining innovative ideas with the practical work of the unit to fully
excavate the characteristics of the Party construction guarantee project in each college or university,
so that the work can constantly present a new look.
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